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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 

TANTALIZING BOOK UNLOCKS CODE TO SUBCONSCIOUS COMMUNICATION 

Thrilling literary adventure exposes shocking revelations on influence, lust and empowerment. 

 

New York – March 13
th

, 2013 – Announcing the June 4
th

 release date for Subliminally Exposed, 

a breakthrough book that uncovers the raw story of human empowerment, seduction, and 

unconscious communication.  Authored by surgeon and Professor Steven Dayan, MD, this book 

fuses the fields of neuroscience, evolutionary biology and plastic surgery to offer readers 

shocking revelations on beauty, attraction and mating.   

 

Rich with facts from over 200 journal articles, the chapters provide readers with thought-

provoking yet entertaining insights guaranteed to challenge everything they know.  Backed by 

facts, Subliminally Exposed pushes beyond mere theory and speculation to prove that 

appearances and first impressions have a tangible impact on relationships, careers, health, and 

potentially even happiness. 

  

 “Rarely does a book come along that unapologetically challenges the status quo and offers 

readers such raw enlightenment.  Subliminally Exposed is more than a book, it is an experience.  

Readers will embark on an unforgettable journey through our primitive mind that will help them 

understand our innermost desires,” says book publisher David Hancock, Founder of Morgan 

James Publishing.     

  

A book infused with pop-culture framed by scientific findings will provide readers with the key 

to unlocking hidden layers of their brains, allowing those that accept the seductive claims to 

better understand their actions as well as those of others.  Priced at $16.95, this compelling book 

will be available in time for summer reading and can be found at all major bookstores, iTunes, 

Kindle and Amazon, as well as other retail outlets.  

 

# # # 
About the Author, Steven Dayan, MD 
Dr. Steven Dayan is an internationally renowned board-certified facial plastic surgeon, frequent lecturer, 

physician educator, and active researcher in emerging cosmetic medicine technologies and techniques. He 

has published more than eighty articles in medical journals and authored four books. As a clinical 

assistant professor at the University of Illinois he has trained thousands of physicians worldwide. Over 

the years, Dr. Dayan has earned a long list of professional accolades, including the American Medical 

Association (AMA) Foundation’s Leadership Award and the Chicago Medical Society’s Public Service 

Award. He has also been recognized as a “Top Doc” by numerous organizations including Castle 

Connolly, U.S News & World Report, and Consumers’ CHECKBOOK guides. But it is in his role as an 

adjunct professor at DePaul University where he passionately teaches a popular course on the “Science of 

Beauty and its impact on culture and business” that this book is based.  


